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Planar Path Following of 3D Steering Scaled-up
Helical Microswimmers
Tiantian Xu, Gilgueng Hwang, Nicolas Andreff and Ste´phane Re´gnier
Abstract—Helical microswimmers capable of propulsion at low
Reynolds numbers have great potential for numerous applica-
tions. Several kinds of artificial magnetic actuated helical mi-
croswimmers have been designed by researchers. However, they
are primarily open-loop controlled. This paper aims to investigate
methods of closed-loop control of a magnetic actuated helical
swimmer at low Reynolds number by using visual feedback.
For many in-vitro applications, helical swimmers should pass
through a defined path, for example along channels, without any
prerequisite on the velocity profile along the path. Therefore, the
main objective of this paper is to achieve a velocity-independent
planar path following task. Since the planar path following is
based on 3D steering control of the helical swimmer, a 3D pose
estimation of a helical swimmer is introduced based on the real-
time visual tracking with a stereo vision system. The contribution
of this paper is in two parts: the 3D steering of a helical swimmer
is demonstrated by visual servo control; and the path following
of a straight line with visual servo control is achieved, then
compared to open-loop control. We further expect that with this
visual servo control method, the helical swimmers will be able
to follow reference paths at the microscale.
Index Terms—helical swimmer, magnetic actuation, 3D steer-
ing, path following, visual servoing, 3D pose estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Helical microswimmers capable of propulsion at low
Reynolds numbers have been proposed for numerous applica-
tions, ranging from in vitro tasks on labs-on-chips (e.g. trans-
porting and sorting micro objects; mechanical components
micro assembly [1]...) to in vivo applications for minimally
invasive medicine (e.g. targeted drug delivery; brachytherapy;
hyperthermia [2]...), due to their micro sizes and accessi-
bility to tiny and clustered environments. However, at the
microscale, the fluid becomes extremely viscous and the
Reynolds number of the microswimmers decreases dramati-
cally. The corkscrew type rotating propulsion used by some
natural micro-organism, for example E. coli bacteria, is one
of the swimming technique suitable for swimming at low
Reynolds numbers [3], [4]. Artificial helical microswimmers,
driven by a rotating magnetic field, are inspired by E. coli
bacteria [5]. They are able to convert rotary motion to a linear
motion.
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For more than ten years, researchers have developed several
kinds of magnetic actuated helical swimmers or crawlers from
several millimeters [6], [7], [8] down to a few micrometers [9],
[10], [11], [12]. Ghosh et al. proved that helical swimmers with
an overall length of 2 µm could follow a curved trajectory,
for example ”R@H”, under the action of a preprogrammed
magnetic field [13]. Mahoney et al. showed an open-loop
controlled helical swimmer with an overall length of 5 mm,
which enabled a U-turn trajectory in the vertical plane [14].
Tottori et al. fabricated helical swimmers ranging from 4 µm
to 64.5 µm, which enabled 3D motion and could carry a sphere
as well as raise it up [15]. As far as we know, the existing
helical swimmers are primarily open-loop controlled, mainly
due to the challenges of visual feedback and tracking through
micro and nanoscopic imaging.
A closed-loop control of helical swimmers is necessary
for precise motion in presence of perturbations generated by
thermal noise [16] or drifting due to boundary effects [17].
The aim of this paper is to control a magnetic actuated helical
swimmer using visual feedback. Visual servo controls show
good results with industrial robots [18], [19] or unmanned
vehicles [20], but have not been applied to helical swimmers.
A Scaled-up Helical Microswimmer (SHM) at the millimeter
scale will be used, in order to eliminate the optical tracking
problems. The fluid motion around the helical swimmer is
only characterized by the Reynolds number. Therefore, the
swimming properties of helical swimmers should be the same
if they swim at the same Reynolds numbers, which makes
a dimensionless study possible [8]. At a larger scale, to
emulate the environment of microscale swimmers swimming
at low Reynolds numbers, one can use a more viscous liquid,
such as glycerol. The SHMs facilitate fabrication and can
be observed with regular optical devices. They are therefore
good candidates for preliminary visual servoing experiments.
Once the visual servo control is validated on the SHMs, it
can be applied to helical microswimmers by using suitable
optical devices with a higher resolution in future works. The
SHMs can be scaled down to the microscale with the recently
developed microswimmer micro-fabrication processes, such as
the self-scrolling of a bilayer [9], the glancing angle deposition
method [13], and microscale 3D lithography [15].
For most in-vitro applications of helical swimmers, such as
labs-on-chips, they should pass through a defined path, for
example pass through micro channels, with a constant altitude
without any prerequisite on the velocity profile along the path.
Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to establish
a velocity-independent control law of the helical system to
follow a planar reference path based on 3D steering. The
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steering is in the 3D space, because the helical swimmer has
an inclination angle in order to decrease the friction with the
substrate. In this paper, Section II depicts the visual servo
control architecture of the path following based on its 3D
steering. Section III presents the modelling of the magnetic
actuated helical swimmer, including the linear propulsion and
the 3D steering. Section IV details the kinematic equations
of the planar path following task of a helical swimmer, and
the control law design. Section V presents the visual servo
control for 3D steering based on the orientation error of the
helical swimmer. Section VI presents the overview of the
experimental system, including the magnetic actuation system,
stereo vision system, and the SHM at low Reynolds number.
Section VII introduces a 3D pose estimation including the
position and the orientation of the SHM based on its real-time
tracked barycenter and axis. The results of the 3D steering and
the planar path following are given in Section VIII. Finally,
Section IX concludes the paper.
II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
A planar reference path, as shown in Fig. 1, is defined
to be followed by a helical swimmer. A helical swimmer
can be considered as a unicycle-like nonholonomic system,
because one helical swimmer cannot generate a lateral motion
voluntarily. As explained in [21], ”Nonholonomic systems are,
roughly speaking, mechanical systems with constraints on their
velocity that are not derivable from position constraints”. All
the lateral motions applied on a helical swimmer generated by
thermal noise [16], or drifting due to boundary effect [17] can
be considered as a perturbation, and should be corrected. Com-
pensation of thermal noises is both a motivation of the closed-
loop control and a major technical challenge. Concerning the
former, it is indeed very delicate to follow a time-dependent
trajectory (e.g. to follow a virtual robot) in presence of thermal
noise because thermal noise will yield time delays with the
virtual robot on the trajectory and thus, the geometrical path
will not be achieved. As for the latter, we have not investigated
yet where the frontier lies between efficient propulsion at low
Reynolds number and predominance of thermal noise.
Moreover, the velocity amplitude of a helical swimmer can
not be reliably achieved in many cases. The first reason for that
is the well-known cut-off frequency of the velocity amplitude
[6], which imposes a strong saturation of the available ampli-
tude. As we have shown in [8], this cut-off frequency depends
on many uncontrolled factors (microfabrication quality and
environmental viscosity, for the main ones). The second reason
is related to the potential stiction of the helix onto the
substrate, which creates a distortion in velocity amplitude. The
third reason is related to the viscosity at low scales (through
the Reynolds number). Indeed, at low scales, we are not sure
that the fluid is really homogeneous (inherently or due to
the presence of micro or nano-dirt in a non totally clean
room). This is especially true when dealing with biological
fluids (blood, cell culture) where the medium is definitely
heterogeneous or, at least, where the cells represent mobile
obstacles that need to be pushed aside to allow for the helical
swimmer to follow the expected trajectory.
Disturbances have several origins (thermal noise, friction,
nonhomogeneous fluid, cut-off frequency, whatever). These
disturbances split in two effects. The first one is a lateral
deviation with respect to the desired path and the second one
is a delay with respect to the time-varying reference on the
trajectory. Namely, the helical swimmer can effectively be on
the desired trajectory but it is late. In such a case, trajectory
tracking algorithms tend to resume the delay by ”cutting the
curves” (Fig. 1), whereas path planning algorithms consider
that there is no error since the path is time-independent.
Note that both kinds of algorithms tend to reject the lateral
deviation. Our proposition is thus to merge non-holonomous
path following algorithms with the specificity of the helical
swimmer actuation. To do so, we chose to decompose the
problem in two tasks: the first one is to keep a constant altitude
and the other is to follow a path in the horizontal plane.
Fig. 1: Comparison between path following and trajectory
tracking algorithms in presence of strong disturbances on the
helical swimmer velocity (e.g. friction on substrate, nonhomo-
geneous fluid).
The planar path following of a helical swimmer is based
on its steering similar to a unicycle, as presented by a block-
diagram in Fig. 2. The notation will be detailed in Section IV
and VII. The steering is in the 3D space, because the helical
swimmer has an inclination angle to maintain its altitude
as well as to decrease friction with the substrate. The real-
time position and orientation of the helical swimmer can be
obtained by a 3D pose estimation method based on two images
taken by a stereo vision system, which will be introduced
in Section VII. The distance and orientation error between
the helical swimmer and the reference path can be then
obtained and used to deduce the target orientation of the helical
swimmer, which will be detailed in Section IV. The control of
the magnetic field for the 3D steering based on the orientation
error will be detailed in Section V.
III. MODELLING OF MAGNETIC ACTUATED HELICAL
SWIMMERS
A. Magnetic force and torque
All magnetized objects are subjected to both force and
torque within an externally imposed magnetic field. The mag-
netic force and torque induced on a magnetized object are
expressed as follows [22]:
fm =
∫
Vm
(M ·5)BdVm (1)
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Fig. 2: Block-diagram of the visual servo control for planar
path following based on 3D steering of helical swimmers.
τm =
∫
Vm
M×BdVm (2)
where Vm is the volume of the magnetized object, B is the
flux density of the applied field (T ), M is the magnetization
of the object (A/m ).
In this paper, the helical swimmer is actuated by a rotating
magnetic field generated by a 3D Helmholtz coils system. The
magnetic field can be considered as uniform. Therefore, the
helical swimmer is driven by magnetic torque only.
B. Inclination angle and direction angle
In order to describe more clearly the movement of the
helical swimmer, we define herein two angles: the inclination
angle θi and the direction angle θd as shown in Fig. 3 .
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Fig. 3: Magnetic helical swimmer steering model. The incli-
nation angle and direction angle of steering are respectively
θi and θd .
The inclination angle θi is defined as the angle between the
axis of the helical swimmer and the horizontal plane yOz. This
inclination angle is very important to control the height of the
helical swimmer. The propulsive force projected on the upward
direction can be increased by increasing the inclination angle
or rotation frequency. If the propulsive force created by the
helical swimmer projected on the upward direction is higher
than its own gravity, the helical swimmer will go upwards.
Otherwise, the helical swimmer will go downwards. Helical
swimmers are kept inclined in order to decrease the surface
friction as well.
The direction angle θd is defined as the angle between the
z axis and the projection of the axis of the helical swimmer
on the horizontal plane. By controlling the direction angle of
the helical swimmer, its forward direction projected on the
horizontal plane can be changed.
The normal vector of the helical swimmer axis is noted as
n, which is defined as the orientation of the SHM, and can be
expressed as:
n =
 nxny
nz
=
 sinθicosθi sinθd
cosθi cosθd
 (3)
C. Modelling of linear advance
Purcell proved in his paper that the nonfluidic applied force
( fa) and nonfluidic applied torque (τa) on a helical swimmer
along its axis are linearly related to its propulsion velocity
(va) and angular speed (ωa) along its axis with four principal
quantities described by a symmetric propulsion matrix [3]:[
fa
τa
]
=
[
a b
b c
][
va
ωa
]
(4)
The parameters a, b, and c encapsulate the geometric and en-
vironmental properties of the helical swimmer. The nonfluidic
applied forces are gravity, buoyancy, friction and magnetic
forces, while the only nonfluidic torque is the magnetic torque.
The advance velocity vh is defined as the linear velocity
projected on the horizontal plane, which can be expressed as:
vh = va cosθi (5)
where va is the propulsion velocity along its axis, θi is the
inclination angle.
IV. PLANAR PATH FOLLOWING
A. Notations
The notations of the planar path following of the helical
swimmer are depicted in Fig. 4:
Fig. 4: Helical swimmer modelling of the planar path follow-
ing.
• C (s) is the predefined reference path with respect to the
curvilinear coordinate s of the curve. The curve should
be twice differentiable in R2 [23], [24].
• θd is the real-time direction angle of the SHM.
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• vh is the advance velocity of the SHM on the horizontal
plane.
• G and G′ are the positions of the SHM’s barycentre at
time t and t+dt.
• s is the curvilinear coordinate of C (s). S and S′ are the
nearest points on the path to the SHM at time t and t+dt.
• d =‖SG‖ is the distance between the SHM and the path,
which denotes the lateral error.
•
−→
is is the tangent of path C at S.
−→
js is perpendicular to−→
is .
• c denotes the curvature of the path C , and R denotes the
radius of curvature at S, with R= 1/c.
• θc is the angle between the current tangent of the path
and the z axis, which can be considered as the direction
angle of the path.
• θe = θd − θc defines the error of the direction angle of
the SHM to the path.
• θ ∗d is the calculated target direction angle of the SHM for
the control to achieve the path.
B. Kinematic equations
The aim of the path following control is to minimize the
lateral and angular errors. Following [25], [26], we propose
here to express the state coordinates with respect to the path
C . More precisely, the position G and the direction angle θd
of the SHM are described by the curvilinear coordinate s, the
distance error d, and the direction angle error θe. The state
vector is then written as:
q =
 sd
θe
 (6)
The control variables of the system are the linear advance
velocity and the angular velocity of the steering projected on
the horizontal plane:
u =
[
vh
Ωx
]
(7)
According to a simple geometry relationship, the state space
model of the SHM moving on the horizontal plane is expressed
as [25], [26]: 
s˙=
vh cosθe
1+d/R
d˙ = vh sinθe
θ˙e =Ωx− vh cosθeR+d
(8)
C. Control law designed with chained form
The control objective is to ensure the convergence of the
SHM to the reference path C . Therefore, the state variables
d and θe are expected to be brought and kept at zero. d = 0
means that the barycenter of the SHM belongs to path C .
θe = 0 ensures that the SHM will follow the path C .
The state space model of the SHM (8) is clearly nonlinear.
Samson has established in control theory that models of mobile
robots can be converted into almost linear models, namely
chained forms, in an exact way [27]. Such an approach is
attractive and used by lots of researchers for car-like nonholo-
nomic mobile robots [25], [26], since it allows us to use linear
systems theory while still relying upon the actual nonlinear
model. This approach is followed hereafter.
The model of the SHM (8) can be converted into chained
form dedicated to systems with two inputs and limited to
dimension three. The general chained system of dimension
three is written as:  x˙1 = m1x˙2 = x3m1x˙3 = m2 (9)
where X = (x1,x2,x3)T and M = (m1,m2)T are respectively
the state and control vectors.
Following [26], the model of the SHM is converted into
chained form by using the change of the coordinates:
x1 = s (10)
m1 = x˙1 =
vh cosθe
1+dc
(11)
x2 = d (12)
x˙2 = vh sinθe = x3m1 (13)
Therefore, from (11) and (13), the last state variable x3 is given
by:
x3 = (1+dc) tanθe (14)
Finally, considering (9) and (8), the last control variable m2 is
given by:
m2 = x˙3 = cvh sinθe tanθe+
dc
ds
vh cosθe
1+dc
d tanθe
+
1+dc
cos2 θe
(
Ωx− vh cosθec1+dc
)
(15)
These transformations are invertible as long as d 6=−1
c
, vh 6= 0
and tanθe 6= pi2 [pi]. From a practical point of view, the SHM
respects these conditions once properly initialized.
Now that the model of the SHM is converted to a linear
model, the control techniques for linear systems can be ap-
plied. As shown in [26], the simple expression for the virtual
control law is:
m2
m1
=−ktx3− kdx2 (kt ,kd) ∈ R+2 (16)
where kt and kd are the control parameters and are strictly
positive, which implies that both x2 and x3 converge to 0. In
view of (12) and (14), d and θe converge to 0 as well. The path
following is therefore achieved. Moreover, since the evolution
of the error is driven by x1 = s, the gains (kt ,kd) impose
a settling distance instead of a settling time. Consequently,
the helical swimmer trajectory will be identical if the initial
error is the same. The guidance performances will be velocity
independent, which are suitable for low Reynolds numbers
environments.
The control law on the angular velocity of the steering of
the SHM is expressed as follows, by reporting (11) and (15)
into (16):
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Ωx =−cos
3 θe
1+dc
(
kdd+ kt(1+dc) tanθe+
dc
ds
d tanθe
+c tan2 θe(1+dc)
)
+
vh cosθe
R+d
(17)
where vh is the advance velocity projected on the horizontal
plane, which is usually constant, and depends on the frequency
of the rotating field and the inclination angle. In the case where
the reference path is a straight line, the control of the angular
speed of the steering projected on the horizontal plane can be
simplified as:
Ωx =−cos3 θe(kdd+ kt tanθe) (18)
The target direction angle can be calculated by the real-time
direction angle and the angular velocity of the steering of the
SHM, which can be expressed as:
θ ∗d (t) = θd(t)+Ωxdt (19)
The target orientation of the SHM n∗ can be calculated with
the target direction angle θ ∗d and target inclination angle θ
∗
i
with (3). The target inclination angle is fixed for many tasks.
The path following problem is now converted into a 3D
steering problem of the SHM from the real-time orientation
n to a target orientation n∗. The control of the magnetic field
which enables the steering of the SHM from n to n∗ will be
studied in the next section.
V. 3D STEERING CONTROL
A. Modelling of steering
The magnetization of the helical swimmer is noted as M, as
shown in Fig. 3. The magnetic torque τ exerted on the helical
swimmer can be expressed as :
τ = M×B (20)
The magnetic field B can be decomposed in the directions per-
pendicular to its axis B⊥n, and colinear to its axis B‖n. As the
magnetization of the helical swimmer is always perpendicular
to its own axis n, the magnetic torque can also be decomposed
in the two directions:
τ = M×B⊥n︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ‖n
+M×B‖n︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ⊥n
(21)
The torque τ‖n colinear to n makes the helical swimmer rotate
around its current axis. The torque τ⊥n perpendicular to n
makes the helical swimmer rotate around M×n. It means that
the axis of the helical swimmer changes the direction, which
enables the 3D steering of the helical swimmer.
B. Self-rotation control
The magnetic field B⊥n rotating around the axis n can be
expressed as:
B⊥n = B0 cos(2pi f t)u˜+B0 cos(2pi f t)v˜ (22)
where B0 is the magnetic flux density at the center of the
Helmholtz coils, f is the rotation frequency, and (u˜, v˜) are the
basis vectors of the plane orthogonal to the axis n:
u˜ =
u
‖u‖ =
1
‖u‖
 ny−nx
0
 (23)
v˜ =
v
‖v‖ =
1
‖v‖
 nxnznynz
−n2x−n2y
 (24)
with nx 6= 0 or ny 6= 0. Remark that if nx = 0 and ny = 0, we
can chose u˜ = (1,0,0)T and v˜ = (0,1,0)T .
C. Steering control
The magnetic field B‖n, which contributes to the steering,
depends on the orientation error of the SHM. The orientation
error is defined as the sine of the angle between the real-
time orientation and the target orientation: sin(n,n∗), which is
equivalent to ‖ n×n∗ ‖.
Let us define a control proportional to this error. As shown
in Fig. 5, the direction of B‖n depends on the projection of
B⊥n on the target orientation n∗. If this projection is positive
B⊥n ·n∗ > 0, the magnetic field B‖n should be in the direction
of −n. If this projection is negative, B‖n should be in the same
direction as n.
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Fig. 5: The direction of the magnetic field B‖n depends on the
projection of B⊥n on the target orientation of the SHM n∗: (a)
along n∗, and (b) along −n∗.
Therefore, the control law of B‖n can be expressed as:
B‖n =−sign(B⊥n ·n∗) ·λ ‖ n×n∗ ‖ n (25)
with λ the control parameter.
In conclusion, the control law of the magnetic field B which
enables the 3D steering of helical swimmers can be expressed
as:
B = B⊥n+B‖n (26)
by replacing B⊥n by (22) and B‖n by (25). The input of the
system is the target orientation n∗. The real-time orientation
of the SHM n can be constructed from the real-time tracking
on the images, which will be introduced in Section VII.
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VI. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Magnetic actuation and stereo vision system
The SHM in this paper is actuated by a 3D Helmholtz
coils system. Three Helmholtz coil pairs are orthogonally
arranged to generate a uniform rotating field in the 3D space.
The 3D world coordinate system Rw = (O,x,y,z) is defined
in Fig. 6a: x, y, z are respectively the axis of the small,
medium, and big coils. The maximum magnetic flux density is
designed as 10 mT. Each pair is driven by a Maxon ADS 50/5
4-Q-DC servoamplifier, capable of 5 A continuous current.
Analog communication between the PC and the amplifiers is
accomplished with a Sensoray 626 Analog and Digital I/O
card. The magnetic fields generated by the three coil pairs
were measured and calibrated by a gaussmeter Hirst GM08.
(a)
top camera
side camera
(b)
Fig. 6: (a) Three orthogonal Helmholtz coil pairs CAD design.
(b) Experimental setup: Helmholtz coils, top camera, side
camera with endoscope.
The stereo vision system consists of two firewire cameras,
as shown in Fig. 6b: one is on the top (Pike F032B) of, the
other is beside the Helmholtz coils system (Guppy Pro F032).
Due to the limited side opening, an endoscope (Bipol) with
diameter of 2.7 mm is mounted on the camera instead of a
simple lens.
B. Helical swimmer at low Reynolds number
We designed a Scaled-up Helical Swimmer (SHM) with a
magnetic head, as shown in Fig. 7a, and as presented in [28].
The SHM is painted in black in order to have a good image
contrast for tracking. It has an overall length of 17.8 mm with
3.5 turns, and a diameter of 1 mm. The width of the helical tail
is 1.4 mm, and the thickness is 0.3 mm. A permanent magnet is
planted in the head. The magnet is magnetized in the direction
of the diameter, so that the SHM will rotate around its own
axis in a rotating magnetic field.
Helical swimmers with a magnetic head show a cut-off
frequency [8]: below the cut-off frequency, they rotate in
sync with the external rotating magnetic field; beyond this
cut-off frequency, their rotation frequency decreases. The
cut-off frequency depends on the Reynolds number. In the
following experiments, the SHM is put in pure glycerol liquid.
The glycerol density measured by a portable density meter
(DMA 35) is 1.26×103 kg/m3. The viscosity of glycerol
measured by a falling ball viscometer (Brookfield KF10) is
(a) (b)
ba
ryc
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Fig. 7: (a) CAD design of the SHM with a magnetic head.
(b) The fabricated SHM. (c) The SHM is real-time tracked by
ViSP [29]. The red cross is the barycentre and the red line is
the axis.
1350 mPa ·s at 23 ◦C. The SHM swims at 0.5 mm/s − 1 mm/s
in the experiments. The calculated Reynolds numbers are thus
0.0005−0.001. In water, a swimming bacterium such as E.coli
has a Re ≈ 10−5− 10−4, and a human spermatozoon moves
with Re≈ 0.01 [30]. The cut-off frequency of the used SHM
in pure glycerol is measured as 5 Hz. The rotation frequency
of the magnetic field is always below the cut-off frequency
in the following experiments, so that the SHM is supposed to
always rotate synchronously with the magnetic field.
C. Real-time tracking on the image
A robust real-time tracking of the SHM is crucial for visual
servoing tasks, which is realized by ViSP [29]. The image
of the SHM is considered as a blob (vpDot class in ViSP)
defined by a set of connected pixels with the same gray level.
The image of the SHM is shown in Fig. 7b, and tracked blob
is shown in Fig. 7c and presented in green.
The barycentre and the axis of a helical swimmer can be
calculated from image moments [31]. The barycenter of the
SHM is presented in Fig. 7c by a red cross. The axis of a
SHM in the image can be defined by the direction of the axis
of least inertia. The axis of the SHM is presented in Fig. 7c by
a red line. The 3D pose of the SHM can be estimated based
on the barycenter and the axis tracked from the images, which
will be presented in the next section.
VII. REAL-TIME 3D POSE ESTIMATION
The 3D pose of the SHM is described by its orientation
and its position, which are respectively defined as the normal
vector of the real-time axis and barycenter of the SHM in
the 3D space. The methods to estimate the orientation and
the position of the SHM, using the axes and the barycenters
tracked from the two images taken with the top and side
cameras, will be introduced hereafter. The calibration of the
cameras are detailed in [32].
A. Real-time orientation estimation
The axis of the SHM in the 3D space is the intersection of
the two planesPt andPs, which are defined by the projection
centers of the cameras and the axis of the SHM n, as shown
in Fig. 8. It can then be calculated by the vector product of
the two normal vectors ht and hs of the two planes [33].
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Fig. 8: Determination of the axis of the SHM in the world
coordinate system.
The point P is a point on the axis of the SHM, with ctP =
( ctX , ctY, ctZ)T in the top camera coordinate system. As P
is in the plane Pt , we can write:
htx ctX+hty ctY +htz ctZ = 0 (27)
with ctht = (htx, hty, htz)T the normal vector ht in the top
camera coordinate system. Then,
htx
ctX
ctZ
+hty
ctY
ctZ
+htz = 0 (28)
The point pt is the image of the point P, with impt =( ctX
ctZ
,
ctY
ctZ
)T
in the metric image plane of the top camera
by definition, and imp˜t its homogeneous coordinates. The
relationship (28) defining the equation of the line in the image
supporting the helical swimmer can be written under a matrix
form:
cthTt
imt p˜t = 0 (29)
with imt p˜t obtained by measuring the point pt in the pixel
image plane of the top camera. Then, with ‖ ht ‖= 1, we can
obtain ctht .
The unit normal vector hs of the planePs in the side camera
coordinate system cshs can be obtained by the same method.
Therefore, the axis of the SHM in the top camera coordinate
system can be expressed as:
ctn = ctht ×ct hs = ctht × ( ctRcs cshs) (30)
where ctRcs is the rotation matrix from the side camera
coordinate system to the top camera coordinate system.
Then, the axis of the SHM in 3D world coordinate system
can be written as:
n = wRct ctn (31)
where wRct is the rotation matrix from the top camera coor-
dinate system to the world coordinate system. The orientation
of the SHM is then obtained.
B. Real-time position estimation
The real-time position of the SHM is estimated by triangu-
lation [34]. Based on the projective model of the camera, the
images of the barycenter of the SHM on the images planes
are linearly dependent with it. Therefore, their cross products
are zero, with the transformation between the two camera
coordinate systems, we can write:{
imt g˜t × ( ctRcs csG)+ imt g˜t × ct tcs = 0
imsg˜s× csG = 0
(32)
where ctRcs and ct tcs are respectively the rotation and transla-
tion matrix from the side camera to the top camera coordinate
system. The system can be solved with the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) method to get the point G in the side
camera coordinate system csG. Then, the barycenter G of the
SHM in the 3D world coordinate system can be expressed as:
wG = wRcs csG+ wtcs (33)
where wRcs and wtcs are respectively the rotation and trans-
lation matrix from the side camera to the world coordinate
system. The position of the barycenter of the SHM is then
obtained.
Once the real-time orientation and position of the SHM are
obtained, the control loop is closed, as shown in Fig. 2. Ac-
cording to our best knowledge, the control law of the magnetic
field actuating a helical swimmer to follow a reference path
with visual feedback is proposed for the first time.
VIII. RESULTS
A. Control parameter of the 3D steering
First of all, the control parameter of the 3D steering should
be determined. The magnetic field is controlled by the output
voltage of the PCI card U . As U is proportional to B, U
can be written in the same form as (25) with a control
parameter of λU . According to the maximum capacity of
the Helmholtz setup, the control parameter λU is limited to
3. The performances of the 3D steering of the SHM with
different control parameters are shown in Fig. 9, with an initial
position of 0/40 (direction angle / inclination angle) to a target
position of 60/40. The rotation frequency is 2 Hz. Note that
an oscillation of the calculated real-time angle of the SHM
is observed, which is due to the asymmetry of the helical
geometry.
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Fig. 9: Closed-loop responses of the real-time (a) direction
angle and (b) inclination angle of the SHM to the 3D steering
with different control parameters.
The control parameter is chosen as λU = 2, because of
the response time and reasonable overshooting, as shown in
Fig. 9a. An impulse of the inclination angle is observed in
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Fig. 9b, although the target inclination angle is the same as
the initial inclination angle. The inclination angle increases
more with a higher control parameter, because the magnetic
torque exerted on the SHM is higher.
The trajectory of the SHM for the 3D steering from 0/40
to 60/40 is traced on a unit sphere, as shown in Fig. 10. The
movements are described in the reference frame relative to the
center of the head of SHM. Static errors between the target
orientation and the final orientation can be observed on the
figure. As these errors are the same for different parameters,
which are about −2◦ (3%), we presume that these errors are
due to the calibration error of the system.
Fig. 10: Trajectories of the SHM for 3D steering control with
different control parameters.
Once the control parameter is determined, visual servo
control for 3D steering of the SHM will be tested with more
command angles.
B. Visual servo control for 3D steering
The 3D steering with zero angle is firstly validated. There
is no initial error, the SHM stabilizes at the initial orientation.
The control of the 3D steering is sensitve to small angle
control, which is validated with an initial error of 5◦. The
steering of direction angles are then tested every 60◦ in a turn,
with an inclination angle of 40◦. The errors in direction angle
during the steering are shown in Fig. 11. The convergence of
the errors states that the steering is achieved.
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Fig. 11: Error of the orientation during the 3D steering control.
The trajectories are traced on the unit sphere, as shown in
Fig. 12. Note that when steering at negative direction angles,
such as −60◦, the inclination decreases and then increases
during the control, which is contrary to steering at a positive
direction angle. This is due to the direction of the self-rotation
of the SHM.
Fig. 12: Trajectories of the SHM for the 3D steering control
with different direction command angles.
Hereafter, the 3D steering control is achieved with the same
target direction angle and different target inclination angles.
The trajectories are traced in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13: Trajectories of the SHM for the 3D steering control
with different inclination command angles.
The visual servo control for the 3D steering of the SHM in
the 3D space is validated. According to our best knowledge,
the closed-loop control of the 3D steering of helical swimmers
is realized for the first time. The closed-loop 3D steering
control of helical swimmers is crucial to realize a controlled
3D motion.
C. Visual servo control of the planar path following
The visual servo control for the path following of the SHM
was tested with a reference path of a straight line on the
horizontal plane. The inclination angle of the SHM is kept
at 40◦ empirically to maintain its altitude. The advancing
velocity of the SHM is measured as 0.48 mm/s with 3 Hz.
Let us consider the straight line of y = 0. The SHM is
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initially off the path, with an initial distance error of about
−5 mm. Trajectories of the barycenter of the SHM during path
following control with different control parameters are traced
on Fig. 14.
Fig. 14: Trajectories of the SHM during visual servo control
for path following of a straight line with different parameters.
The parameter kt is for the direction angle error, and the
parameter kd is for the distance error. For the same kt , the
travelled path of the SHM is the shortest with the least kd ; and
the SHM reaches the reference path the fastest with the highest
kd . Therefore, the choice of the control parameters depends on
the requirement of the system: reaching the reference quickly
or travelling less.
An image sequence of the SHM during the visual servo
control for the path following of a straight line is shown
in Fig. 15. The reference path is presented by a blue line.
The SHM reached the reference path, then went along this
reference path. In fact, the SHM presents drifting in the y
axis due to the boundary effect [17]. As the control scheme
takes into account both the orientation error and the position
error, the closed-loop control corrects this distance error with a
negative target direction angle. Therefore, a propulsive force is
generated in the −y axis to counterbalance this drifting effect.
An open-loop control for advancing along the line of y = 0
axis will be compared in the next section.
D. Open-loop vs closed-loop
The trajectory of the SHM for an open-loop control of
following a straight line of y= 0 is traced on Fig. 16, as well
as a trajectory for a visual servo control of following the same
reference path without initial distance error. A perturbation of
the force in the direction of y on the SHM is observed during
the open-loop control, due to the friction with the substrate. In
case of the closed-loop control by visual servoing, the SHM
returned onto the reference line despite the perturbation. We
define that the SHM is on the path while the distance between
the SHM and the path is < 0.5 mm. Then, for the visual servo
path following, the SHM is always on the path. As for the
open-loop control, the SHM is off the path from about 15 s
and never goes back onto the path. Therefore, visual servo
control of SHM shows more precise motion than a simple
open-loop control.
Fig. 16: Comparison of the trajectories of the open-loop
control and visual servo control for following a straight line
of y= 0.
According to our best knowledge, the closed-loop control
for the path following of helical swimmers is realized for the
first time.
IX. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we proposed a control law of the rotating
magnetic field for planar path following of helical swimmers.
The helical swimmer is millimeter-scaled in a viscous liquid
to simulate the low Reynolds number environment. A 3D
pose estimation including the position and orientation of
helical swimmers is based on the real-time tracking on the
images taken by a stereo vision system. The results of the
experiments show that the helical swimmer enables closed-
loop 3D steering by visual servoing for the first time according
to our knowledge. The planar path following of a straight
line was also achieved. The control parameters define the
trajectories of the helical swimmer: reaching the reference path
quickly or traveling less. In future works, we will study the
3D path following of helical swimmers. Then, we will scale
the helical swimmers down to the microscale, and apply the
same control method with suitable optical devices. We expect
that helical swimmers will enable closed-loop 3D motion in
the future.
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